DISCUSSION ON MINERS’ NYSTAGMUS

T. LISTER LLEWELLYN

The first sentence of my book on "Miners’ Nystagmus," published in 1912, is as follows: "Miners' nystagmus is an occupational disease of the nervous system which is confined to workers in coal mines."

The disease is not a local one confined to the ocular muscles. The symptoms: loss of sight, movement of objects, headache, giddiness, and in more marked cases, anxiety, dreams and mental depression; together with the physical signs; oscillation of the eyes, photophobia, lid spasm and head tremor all point to a general involvement of the nervous system with special manifestations in the oculomotor apparatus.

Incidence of the disease. The examination of large numbers of workmen has shown that 25 per cent. of all men employed underground have signs of miners’ nystagmus and this reservoir of "latent" cases must always be borne in mind. There is no evidence that this proportion has increased but Graph 1 shows a very great rise in the number of certified cases and cost of compensation. This increase is due: (a) to the payment of compensation from 1908; (b) to the alteration of the definition of the disease in 1913;* and (c) to the general stresses of difficult economic conditions resulting from the war.

* "The disease known as Miners' Nystagmus, whether occurring in miners or others, and whether the symptom of oscillation of the eyeballs be present or not."
The graph shows the incidence of certain cases of minor iridocyclitis from 1908 to 1923. The cost of compensation for all industrial diseases is given. Note the scale below £100,000 is opened out.

The cost of compensation for all industrial diseases is given. Note the scale below £100,000 is opened out.
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The incidence of the disease has been shown to vary with the wages and only last month the threatened strike in the soft coal pits of Derbyshire sent up the number of reported cases locally. I must leave the detailed discussion of these factors to Professor Collis.

The disease is of gradual onset and the average duration of underground life before failure is 26 years. Over 81 per cent. of the cases come from men working at the coal face, and it is important to realize that the coal face worker is a highly skilled labourer who aims the blows he strikes with his pick. The more pick work the collier has to do the more likely he is to develop nystagmus. Speaking generally, it is more difficult to work in the coal itself than in the shale under or above the coal or in a band of dirt between two seams. The men also prefer to work on the dull face of the coal rather than on its cross section.

When the disease is established all exercise, bending or looking up, bring out or increase the oscillation. Magnus and de Kleijn have shown that position alone can produce labyrinthine nystagmus which, however, is of a different character from the undulatory oscillation of miners' nystagmus.

Illumination. The Miners' Nystagmus Committee hold the essential factor in the production of the disease to be deficient illumination present in the coal mine. The illumination is deficient for the following reasons:

The low candle power of the lamp used, even the modern electric lamp averages less than one candle power through the shift.

The distance this lamp has to be placed from the working area from fear of damage by the pick.

The shadows thrown by the pillars and bonnet of the lamp limit the area of illumination.

The absorption by the coal and coal dust covered surfaces of 90 per cent. of the incident light. It is the stimulation by reflected light which produces vision.

The illumination is unsatisfactory from:

Lack of contrast and absence of diffused light.

The lamp is relatively bright and unshaded and owing to the low height of the working places is often placed on the same level as and shines into the workman's eyes.

I have shown that the average amount of light falling on the coal face varies from 0.02 to 0.2 of a foot-candle, the higher measurements being found in candle pits. Ninety per cent. of this light is absorbed by the coal and the amount of light entering the eye will be between 1/50 and 1/500 of a foot-candle. An illumination of four foot-candles is considered necessary for seamstresses working on black velvet. With the latest electric
lamps and especially with cap lamps the illumination is greatly improved but is still very low when compared with ordinary lighting conditions above ground.

Dark adaptation. Although the eye is capable of receiving light impressions of extraordinary range the process of adaptation to the illumination present takes time.

Graph 2, taken from Ohm's "Miners' Nystagmus," shows that a period of half an hour is required before complete dark adapta-
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**FIG. 2.**

Taken from Ohm's "Miners' Nystagmus." Curve of Dark Adaptation reaching the maximum in 45 minutes and showing rapid increase after the first 15 minutes.

tion is obtained. This is what the collier calls "getting his sight." Most colliers suffering from miners' nystagmus show delay in dark adaptation.

Glare. When an improved oil lamp replaced the old Davy the colliers complained of the brightness of the new lamps. In the feeble illumination of a coal mine any direct rays of light which fall into the eye produce inconvenience, which in the case of a nystagmic worker amounts to discomfort or even pain. Tinted and translucent lamp glasses have been introduced to relieve this inconvenience. These glasses diminish the candle power of the
lamp, but are generally held to be more restful to the eyes. Farmer, Adams and Stephenson say that the troublesome after images are less when translucent glasses are used. Dr. Elworthy will give you his experiences at Ebbw Vale.

The general influence of light is shown by the greater prevalence of the disease in winter, the onset of symptoms after dark and the greater recovery rate in the summer.

**TIME OF ONSET IN 3,430 CASES OF MINERS' NYSTAGMUS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>1,059</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not without significance that in the report of the Medical Research Council issued last month, the biological value of light receives great prominence, and that in the index it has the greatest number of references. "Light whose curative powers are so surprising and so little understood."

The measurements of the ultra-violet rays at Hampstead, published daily in *The Times*, show the very great reduction of these rays in December.

I have shown that a collier does accurate work in a very feeble illumination. Dr. Haldane will deal with the physiological aspect.

You may wish to hear the ways in which improvements in illumination are brought about:

1. By increasing the candle power of the lamp. (Last week a colliery magazine printed an advertisement of a four candle-power lamp.)

2. By bringing the lamp nearer the working area. (The cap lamp gives an illumination which may be ten times that of an ordinary lamp.)

3. By the use of shadowless lamps without pillars. (The light given by these lamps resembles that of a candle.)

4. By the use of tinted, translucent or dioptric glasses.

5. By altering the reflecting power of the working places. This can be carried out in the main roads by the use of whitewash, and further in by the use of a light coloured stone dust.

6. By proper lamp maintenance. (Many electric light installation have been ruined by inexperienced lampmen.)

**Character of the Coal.** There is no doubt that the disease is more prevalent in some seams than in others. For example, the incidence in the black shale seams of Derbyshire is greater than in other seams of the same colliery. In a South Staffordshire pit, this was also marked. In these seams the shale is almost as black
as the coal, there is no contrast, and the illumination is even more
deficient than usual.

**Incidence of Miners' Nystagmus in a Staffordshire Pit.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shale</th>
<th>Reflecting Power</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R. Seam</td>
<td>... Black</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Seams</td>
<td>... Grey</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reflecting power of the shale I show you is 12. An old hypothesis, revived by Dr. Robson, is that mine gases are responsible for the disease. The discussion on Dr. Robson's paper is given in full in the "Proceedings of the South Wales Institute of Engineers" (Vol. XXXIX, Nos. 2 and 4). Fortunately, we have in Dr. Haldane the greatest authority on the composition and physiological action of mine air, and I am sure you would rather have his opinion than mine. Dr. Haldane has this year been paid the very great compliment of election to the presidency of the Institute of Mining Engineers, and I can assure you of the enormous esteem and affection in which he is held by all members of the mining profession.

**Colliery Factors.** The older pits, probably from the employment of older lamps, older methods of ventilation, and older men, generally have a higher incidence rate.

The depth of the colliery does not appear to have any marked influence. In thin seams of candle pits the disease is rare, in thick seams of safety-lamp pits the disease is common.

**Personal Factors.** Men suffering from illness or those becoming inefficient from onset of age, often attribute their symptoms to the presence of miners' nystagmus which they have had for years without experiencing any incapacity. In the last three months the average age of the men certified for miners' nystagmus in one colliery was over 64. Headache and giddiness after stooping are symptoms common to miners' nystagmus and to high blood pressure, and these conditions are frequently mistaken the one for the other.

Ill health, fear of unemployment, poor wages or quarrels with the management must all irresistibly point out to the man the wisdom of following the path of least resistance attained by certification. But over and above these cases some men fail more quickly or suffer more incapacity than others. Percival thinks there is an inherited predisposition possibly the result of the inbreeding so common in pit villages. Ohm thinks there is an inherited deficiency in light sense which shows itself in a failure of dark adaptation. I think there is some justification for these contentions, but it must be remembered that as sons follow their fathers' occupations, members of the same family will be frequently affected, and the large proportion of latent cases in
the pits makes it clear that susceptibility to the disease is probably universal. I once saw a father and three sons with signs of the disease, the father alone remained at work.

The factor which determines the onset of incapacity in many cases is the mental make-up of the individual. The experiences of the war brought prominently before our notice, the fact that many men are unable to stand the stresses of danger, discomfort, or ungenial surroundings without breaking down. The development of a neurosis enables them to escape, and if in addition to freedom from ungenial work the release is associated with pecuniary advantages the motive is doubly strong. These men may or may not show the signs of miners' nystagmus, but the incapacity they suffer from is a neurosis. The great increase in the number of certified cases is partly explained by the inclusion of these men. Miners' nystagmus is frequently mimicked unwittingly, and readily spread by suggestion. It is quite easy for a medical man to turn a latent case of nystagmus into the manifest variety by the disservice of suggestion. Individual pits and even districts have a good or bad record for the incidence of the disease in the same way as during the war battalions with good morale had few cases of "shell shock," while other units badly led or trained had a high incidence.

I wish to be quite clear—most cases of miners' nystagmus are straightforward and show no evidence of a neurosis. In a second group marked signs of miners' nystagmus are associated with neurotic symptoms, while in a third group the neurosis is dominant, but is accompanied by slight or indefinite signs of miners' nystagmus. Neurosis is common and underground workers, numbering one million men and forming an appreciable proportion of the total population, must have their quota of this undesirable condition. When a neurosis is present it differs in no way from the neurosis found in other conditions and its treatment is the same.

The provision of suitable work has an important influence on the recovery rate, and consequently on the incidence of the disease. If nystagmic men are allowed to remain idle and given no opportunity of working on the surface they all rapidly deteriorate and become unemployable. In this they differ in no way from pensioners and other cases in receipt of compensation. If, however, they are sympathetically treated and encouraged to work the recovery rate is high.

Early in 1923 I made an assessment of 650 cases from one district and give below in tabular form: (a) What the men were doing at the time of examination; (b) what I thought they should have been doing; and (c) in the last column, what they actually were doing in January 1, 1924.
These recovered men accepted the medical finding that they had recovered from the disease. Most of them were working on the surface, but others were incapacitated by old age or illness. In the same district in January, 1925, including fresh cases arising in the two years 1923 and 1924, 410 men were on full earnings.

Let me finish with a note of hope. High as were the figures for new cases in 1923, they are fewer than those of 1922, and I believe the fall will be continued in 1924. (Figures not yet available.) All colliery owners are alive to the importance of adequate illumination and large sums are being expended in the installation of new lamps which are now looked upon as "primary machinery." Above all let us hope we are returning to normal conditions.

J. S. Haldane, F.R.S.

I think that we may now regard it as clearly established that miners' nystagmus is brought about by using the eyes for guidance of muscular movement when the absolute (not relative) differences in luminosity of the objects seen are extremely low. I do not propose to discuss the evidence in favour of this conclusion, or against other theories as to the cause of miners' nystagmus, but only to draw attention to a certain physiological peculiarity of vision where the illumination is extremely feeble. It seems to me that this peculiarity furnishes a key to the understanding of how miners' nystagmus is produced.

Within wide limits of actual physical illumination the acuity of vision is practically constant, but begins to fall off seriously with low illuminations, till with sufficiently low illuminations we cannot even distinguish a white from a black object, however large the objects may be. It is also well known that with good or even very moderate illumination the acuity of vision is much greater in the centre than at the periphery of the field of vision, but that with very low illumination this is no longer the case, vision with the fovea becoming finally less acute than with peripheral parts of the retina. It is not, however, to this point that I wish to draw attention, but to a quite different one.

One great peculiarity of foveal vision with sufficient luminosity is that the impression in consciousness of an object on which the eye is fixed is a lasting one: we continue to see it. In the periphery...
of the visual field, on the other hand, the objects which are at first perceived fade rapidly out of consciousness when the eye is fixed. With the slightest movement in them, or alteration in their luminosity, they are, however, again perceived. If, for instance, we fix our eyes steadily on a fairly bright star, the surrounding stars fade out of our vision, except those which are twinkling. But in the twinkling stars the twinkling, which is, in the physical sense only a variation in luminosity, becomes enormously exaggerated; a twinkling star in the periphery of the visual field, with the eye fixed, disappears completely from vision during the intervals of twinkling, and seems to blaze out suddenly at each twinkle.

Now, with very low luminosity, foveal vision loses completely its lasting character: an object, at first seen, fades rapidly out of consciousness, so that it can no longer be fixed. With foveal vision the conscious impression is now even less lasting than with peripheral vision. The result of the impossibility of fixing the eye on the object is that the eye wanders about, picking the object up momentarily with the fovea, and losing it again. This must be a very fatiguing process, and it seems to me that in all probability the fatigue thus induced is the origin of the ultimate disturbance in ocular co-ordination which constitutes miners' nystagmus. We might, perhaps, alternatively regard miners' nystagmus as a tendency to a bad habit induced by the fact that with very low illuminations the eye is always moving about.

The fact that foveal vision fades so rapidly can easily be verified experimentally in a suitably darkened room. The room must, it is true, be very dimly illuminated; but it has to be remembered that in a coal mine the luminosity of everything is extremely low, owing to the presence of coal dust everywhere, except in places where a light-coloured stone dust has been applied recently. With ordinary hand safety-lamps the illumination of a working place is not only very low, but the actual luminosity is extremely low, as shown by Dr. Llewellyn's measurements.

There is no nystagmus among coal miners where oil cap lamps are used, as is still the case in many coal mines in Scotland; nor in American coal mines, where the only safety-lamps used are electric cap lamps. With cap lamps the illumination of a miner's working area is, of course, far greater, since the lamp is so close up; and it seems clear that unless the illumination is greatly increased, either by the use of cap lamps or by hand lamps which are much more powerful than those at present in use, nystagmus will continue to be prevalent among coal miners in this country. I think that it will be found that the illumination required to prevent nystagmus is such as will permit of lasting foveal vision, and, therefore, of fixation of the eyes on the objects seen. This fixation is necessary for the proper guidance of any tool a miner is using.
To judge from rough observations on different individuals, the threshold illumination below which lasting foveal vision becomes impossible varies considerably in different persons. Perhaps this variation is related to varying liability to nystagmus. When old-fashioned oil safety-lamps are used about half the miners working at the coal face show symptoms of nystagmus, though only a very small proportion of these cases are associated with any serious inconvenience. Mr. Pooley has shown that the tendency to nystagmus is not dependent on defects of accommodation, but it may well be dependent to a considerable extent on variations in the threshold for lasting foveal vision. Visual acuity is, of course, greatly affected by defects of accommodation, but I do not think that it is falling off in visual acuity, but the greatly diminished lasting power of foveal vision that leads to nystagmus.

As I am particularly familiar with the gases present in coal mines and their physiological actions, and as it is still sometimes believed that miners' nystagmus is due to these gases, I should like to take this opportunity of again saying that so far as I can see the action of abnormal gases can have nothing whatever to do with miners' nystagmus.

H. S. ELWORTHY

The amount of light a coal miner has to work with is really very small, mainly because of the absence of colour in coal, that is to say, its general blackness, which has the effect of absorbing from 90 per cent. to 97 per cent. of the light thrown on it, so that only some 3 per cent. to 7 per cent. of it is reflected back. It is, therefore, of the greatest importance to him that what light he has should be of a suitable quality.

What impressed me most in coal mines was the blackness, and gloomy surroundings rather than the smallness of the light, and I thought it desirable to introduce light colours into the mines in order to relieve the eye of the monotony of blackness, and to give it more variety. That is to say, in my paper read before the Monmouthshire Branch of the B.M.A. in 1910, instead of asking for "more candle power" I was asking for "increased illumination," but in a different manner.

Illumination is not merely a matter of candle power, it depends just as much on the surface reflecting the light back into the eyes—light colours reflecting more, and dark ones less, so that in simply measuring the candle power of lamps we do not get the exact measure of the "illumination"—we only get one factor of it.

On measuring the colour, surface brightness of the coal, and the candle power of the lights used, and multiplying them together,
I got what I called "the chromophotic index" of the mine, and with this compared what really amounts to a more exact measurement of the "illumination" of one mine with another.

The reason for including the surface brightness of the coal as one factor is that "dead black" with a polished surface, such as the facets on coal, does reflect a little light, whereas a "dead black" mat surface reflects none at all; and when coal has become covered with fine powdery black dust it resembles a black mat surface. Two pieces of coal may be of the same colour, but if one is clean and bright and the other dull and powdery, one will reflect more light than the other.

Then, as to colour. Anyone looking at the slag-tips of various coal pits can see at once that there is a great deal of difference in the colour; some is much lighter than others, and this has a distinct effect on the illumination. When the slag is as black as the coal, I expect that pit to be more likely to produce nystagmus.

At the Oxford Congress in 1912, while again asking for "more illumination"—not necessarily higher candle power—I expressed the opinion that if in such a place as the Dolcoath tin mine there were only one-tenth of a candle power in the lamps, there would be no nystagmus, as more than half the light thrown on the surface was reflected back, owing to its lighter colour.

Sir Josiah Court had asked for more candle power in his paper in 1891 and at this Congress did so again, and the Congress generally agreed with him.

At about this time the "C.E.A.G." lamp was introduced, and later the "Oldham," both with an increased candle power, but although they have diminished nystagmus in places, they have not yet abolished it.

Owing to the cost, or to other reasons, my plan of putting colour into mines has not been accepted, unless it has been in the roadways, where the advantage of whitewash is very evident, but it is at the coal face that better illumination is wanted.

Now, with regard to the quality of the light for coal mines. My attention was first drawn to this when making examinations on candle power and colour. It was then that I noticed that while in a mine the candle power of the lamp was very much reduced, sometimes to only 0.1 c.p., the flame of it remained the same size, but the yellow and orange rays had gone, leaving only a whitish blue flame, and on returning to fresh air these yellow rays reappeared. As I sometimes made examinations at night, after the men had left work, it was all the more striking to see the yellow flame after seeing the ghastly whitish blue one in the mine. The relief to the eye was remarkable, and gave quite a pleasurable sensation. I did not at first realize the full significance of it, for
not only was the candle power reduced, but the quality of the
remaining light was entirely changed.

When the "C.E.A.G." and "Oldham" lamps first appeared,
both of them with an uncomfortable bluish light, it set me
wondering why anybody should put such a light into a coal mine.

On looking at different lights I found those from candles, oil
lamps, and carbon filament lamps gave the greatest comfort, while
blue and violet lights were the most irritating to the eyes. You
all know what an unsatisfactory bluish light was given out by the
electric arc lamp, and how this has generally been abolished for
lighting purposes.

I believe it is recognized as necessary to protect the eyes of
people working at electric welding, travelling in snowfields, or
working with ultra-violet rays. These rays are said to cause severe
pain in the head and eyes which may last for days, and in some
cases bring about permanent retinal damage with central scotoma.

In making analyses of light, I have found the greatest difficulty
is in measuring the blue. With a small spot of light, which can
only be seen with the retina outside the fovea, the measurements
have to be made quickly. If one continues to look at it for a second
or two longer, it disappears. The visual purple or the retina is
exhausted, and nothing is to be seen until the eye is moved, so
that the light may fall on another place, when it appears again.
The same applies—to a less extent—to the red, which also has to
be measured by using a peripheral part of the retina, but it does
not disappear so rapidly, while the green can be measured by
looking straight at it.

The exhaustion or injury of the retina by violet light seems to
be a reasonable explanation of the movements of the eye in
nystagmus. A thing that puzzled me at first was—when
nystagmus patients looked at me, or my finger, sideways instead of
directly—until they explained that they could not see if they
looked directly, so had to look obliquely. They had for the time
lost their central vision. There seemed to be no good reason why
the simple diminution of light should bring about this result, but
the focussing of violet rays on the fovea may well account for it.

Only last week I met my successor, Dr. Mills, and asked him
if he remembered in the old days those cases that had lost their
central vision, and whether such cases occurred now? He
remembered them quite well, but said they were nothing like so
common now. But even now some of those severe cases that
never seem to get any better have it, and he knows of three or
four cases in our district. Knowing that miners in bad air with
oil lamps were getting a relative excess of blue and violet rays,
and that in some severe cases of nystagmus the burning pain in
the head and eyes (which I did not regard as a neurosis) persisted
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for years after they had left work, even when not using their eyes, and also that in some cases central vision was lost, while no cataract or corneal opacity was observed, I got the idea that perhaps, after all, these violet rays might be responsible for nystagmus.

At the meeting of the Illuminating Engineers in 1920, I expressed this as a strong suspicion. There seems to be a certain similarity between the symptoms of eye injury from ultra-violet rays, and eye injury in some cases of severe nystagmus. In the one case, from a massive dose of short duration, and the other from small doses repeated over a long period, just in the same way one may get an X-ray burn from one massive dose or from a number of small repeated doses. This is an opinion that is quite open to controversy, but it set me thinking about the undesirable qualities of bluish light, and how to get rid of them; and moreover, it seems to fit in fairly well with the facts, so that at present I am still more inclined to the theory that miners' nystagmus is caused by violet or ultra-violet rays from defective lighting. Having come to this conclusion I asked for a standard of quality as well as increased illumination in coal mines.

Analyses of various lights, made by photometry, and using light filters that divide the spectrum into three approximately equal parts: red, green (which includes yellow), and blue (which includes violet) gave the following results.

**Analysis of Lights.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Type</th>
<th>Red per cent.</th>
<th>Green per cent.</th>
<th>Blue per cent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marsaut lamp in fresh air, c.p. 0.48</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsaut lamp in mine air, c.p. 0.21</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.E.A.G. lamp*</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldham lamp with clear glass</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldham lamp with tinted glass</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon filament lamp</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Marsaut lamp in fresh air with a candle power 0.48 had 71 per cent. red, 22 per cent. green, and 7 per cent. blue, but when taken into a mine and only about 600 yards from the pit shaft, the candle power was 0.21, the red was 69 per cent., green 20 per cent., and blue 11 per cent., thus confirming the naked eye observation that there was an increase in the blue and a diminution of the yellow.

Analyses of the lights from the "C.E.A.G." and "Oldham" lamps show that both these, while giving greater candle power, as a matter of fact gave a worse quality of light than the oil lamps they replaced. That, I think, is the reason of their failure to prevent nystagmus. Analyses of light reflected by coal of different kinds
show that steam coal reflects twice as much blue as house coal. This has been confirmed by Dr. Llewellyn.

The chromophotic index of illumination in house coal and anthracite pits that I have examined is much higher than in steam coal. I think that is why there is so little nystagmus in them. Now, as I am told, the cost of colouring the coal face would be prohibitive, some other remedy must be found, and we may ask how we may best improve the lamps?

So far, manufacturers seem unable to make a lamp that will give a light similar to a carbon filament, which I consider the ideal to be aimed at. At the meeting of the Illuminating Engineers, Dr. Ettie Sayer mentioned a lamp which gave a yellow light, free from all blue rays, and although it was 800 candle power it could be used 14 inches away from the eyes without any irritation, in fact she said it was soothing. As the eye is naturally made to work with a certain amount of blue, it does not seem desirable to exclude it altogether, but merely to cut down any excess. The carbon filament seems quite suitable. As a substitute for this we can filter off some of the blue rays by using tinted yellow glass.

The Oldham makers were asked to make a glass which would render the light similar to the carbon, with only 6 per cent. of blue, but up to now they have not quite succeeded in making that particular quality of glass. What they have done reduces the blue from 17 per cent, with clear glass to 11 per cent, with the yellow glass. This is a step forward, but I should like to see it reduced to 5 per cent, or 6 per cent.

The stage we have now arrived at is this: We have rather a higher candle power, but still not high enough, and, comparing the light with that from a Marsaut lamp in a mine, there is just about the same amount of blue, decidedly more yellow, and less red. On the whole it seems a considerable improvement.

The difference between the lamp with a yellow glass and a carbon filament is easily seen by putting one of each, side by side. One can see that there is more blue and more yellow, but there is lacking the slight tinge of red seen in the carbon—the light from the yellow lamp looks somewhat “cold,” and decidedly less comfortable than the carbon. The Ebbw Vale Company began putting these yellow glasses into their mines in the autumn of 1923, and have now had one clear year with all the miners supplied with them. At first one was given to each man with nystagmus, but they very soon began to complain, not of the yellow glass, but of the glare from the lamps with clear glass, so all the lamps were fitted with tinted glasses as fast as they could be made. The result is quite satisfactory, considering the facts that we have not the exact quality of light we want, but only an approach to it, and the mean candle power is still below the minimum required.
In group 1 there was in Big Vein East... 0.15 0.23 Nil
And in Black Vein ... ... ... 0.18 0.78 Nil
In group 2 in Black Vein ... ... 0.20 0.33 Nil

No carbon monoxide was found in either, nor has it been found in any of our mines.
In No. 1 group the work was regular, and no new cases were reported, while in No. 2 group there was a good deal of short time through want of trade and there were 16 cases. One of the pits of No. 2 group had to be shut down, and 14 days' notice was given, with the result that before the notice had expired six cases were notified from that pit. The explanation is that a workman would be better off on compensation than if working only three days a week.

It seems a reasonable inference that if this No. 2 group had been working regularly, like No. 1 group, there might have been no cases at all. But, with only one year's experience, one cannot speak with certainty. On inquiring of colliers who have used the yellow glass, I was told that they like the soft light, and dislike the hard glare of the clear glass. All they want now is a greater candle power, and this the Ebbw Vale Company intends to supply in the near future without unduly increasing the weight of the lamps. Letters of appreciation have been received from miners who have nystagmus and who continue to work.

On making further inquiries from some rather young colliers, they described the yellow glass as unsatisfactory, and said they would rather go back to the clear glass. That when the clear glass lamp was bad, they could still see to work with it, but with the yellow one the filament looked dull red, and they could not see at all. They admitted that the clear glass had a glare, and the other had not, and thought that if the candle power was increased the yellow would do, but they did not seem to like the colour much.

Now, does this theory of ultra-violet rays fit in with the facts? Taking the common candle or filament carbon lamp as a standard, there is evidence that in a mine, either with an oil lamp or with a metallic filament lamp, there is more blue and violet in the light. Steam coal reflects more blue than house coal. Violet light falling on the retina quickly exhausts or injures it, so that it is necessary to move the eye in order to see and to avoid irritation and damage. Naturally, the easiest way is for it to move round so that the rays fall on successive spots around the fovea and this rotatory form is the commonest.

Loss of central vision can be accounted for by too long exposure to ultra-violet rays. Workers in photograph developing never use blue light; those in electric welding and travellers in snow use yellow or amber glasses to cut off these rays.

Ebbw Vale miners, since using these glasses have suffered much less from nystagmus, and with the correct glass, and candle power will in all probability not suffer at all.
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H. EUSTACE MITTON, M.INST. C.E.

I join in the debate on miners' nystagmus, through the introduction of Dr. Llewellyn, and the invitation of your Secretary.

As one who was born in a mining town in Durham, and spent all the first part of my life amongst the miners, together with over thirty years of close connection with the miners in my profession, I am perfectly satisfied on two points:

First.—Nystagmus is due to the strain of working with inefficient light.

Second.—Men differ enormously as to the effect, and whereas one man can go through life working with the strain upon him without any serious effect, another man after a time develops the disease, which, if not checked in its earlier days, gradually increases to an acute form.

When one considers the earlier history of mining, and the inefficient lighting of the mines, and has known hundreds of fine old men who have worked from their boyhood in these conditions without the slightest eye trouble, it confirms fully the above opinion.

In 1890, nystagmus came prominently forward in the Midland coalfield, due to a controversy which arose between the late Inspector of Mines, Mr. Stokes, and the Derbyshire Miners' Association, as to whether the light by which the miners worked was the cause, or the conditions of the work which called for the miner to lie in a recumbent position when holing the coal.

Sir Josiah Court, one of the finest physicians in this district and who I am delighted to say is alive to-day, took the matter up. He devoted an enormous amount of time to the subject, and the result of his investigation is fully recorded in the "Transactions of the Institution of Mining Engineers," Vol. XLVI, and in the recently published book edited by Mr. Batley, of "The Sheffield Telegraph."

I do not propose to reproduce any part of Sir Josiah's findings which have been read by myself and others connected with mining with the greatest interest.

As to the working conditions of the miner, I do think the holing of the coal aggravates the disease, simply because in this particular form of work the miner is in a position where he cannot get his light on the point he wants to strike, and consequently is straining his sight.

Let me say this, when Sir Josiah's paper in the "Transactions" came forward, I criticized his finding on the grounds that at a large colliery in the Midlands at that time the men worked with candles, and subsequently when figures became available as to
### DECEMBER, 1913, AND DECEMBER, 1924.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number incapacitated.</th>
<th>Number employed underground</th>
<th>Per cent. affected of Persons employed underground.</th>
<th>Remarks.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fully</td>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 1924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. 1924</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. 1924</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 1924</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the number of persons employed below ground suffering from nystagmus, this colliery had a large percentage. I have now altered my opinion, from years of experience, and the table I produce with these remarks, will, I think, substantiate my view. You cannot get reliable data on this important subject by comparing the ebb and flow of nystagmus cases at any particular colliery, because of the constant changing of men.

It is well known to all mining engineers that in developing a new seam, the manager is pressed for output by harassed directors who have spent large sums of money in opening up the mine, and naturally want to deliver to their shareholders some small return on the outlay. The result is, all are taken on who come, and consequently many affected with the disease are engaged.

I now give a table showing the actual result of introduction of better light:

At the present time I have eight collieries employing 7,000 men underground, under my personal supervision. The incidence of miners' nystagmus at the end of December, 1924, was 0.56, and at the end of 1913 it was 0.95. I attribute the decrease to the improvement of illumination. At one colliery this decrease is very striking: from 2.19 in 1913 where oil lamps were used to 0.72 now. Electric lamps were introduced in this colliery in 1917.

It is noticeable in taking all the collieries enumerated, that the total shows a very remarkable decrease, whereas individual collieries show an increase. This is due to the increase in the number of men at certain pits, where, by developing the same, men are employed who, in my opinion, have the disease already in their system. The main thing to look at is the decrease in the total.

We have to-day established a system of lighting under this company of 0.87 candle power by electric light. We want to go further, but are handicapped by weight of lamp. The present miners' electric lamp gives eight hours burning on a weight of 6 lb.

In considering oil lighting v. electric, there is a very important matter which affects the light for the miner, due to variation during the shift of the oil lamps. The 1911 Coal Mines Act makes it imperative that there are two gauzes in every lamp now instead of the single gauze.

The result is that the burning of the oil lamps did not give such a brilliant light as before 1911, due to the above. Further, the lights on being taken into the pit were affected by the atmosphere, due to the rise and dip of the mine. In certain of the mines under my control there is a gradient of 1 in 14, and the result was, when the men took the lighted lamps and went into the pit, the men who worked in the rise district found that after they had gone a certain
way in the mine, their lamps were reeking, due to the flame increase. This meant, of course, that the gauze was affected, and the result was, the men during the shift were working with an inferior light. In the case of the men going to the dip, after proceeding a short distance they would notice that their lights got dull due to the flame decreasing, with the result that they used the trigger, raising the flame slightly, and in many cases gave more light than was necessary, and before work commenced they had got a gauze slightly smoked.

With the electric lamp, of course, where you get an efficient cell, you get a continuous burning during the shift, which is a great advantage.

In travelling the faces quite recently, I was very much struck with the diffusion of light from seven electric lamps at various points in a long wall face of 44 yards, compared with the yellow glow of an oil lamp which was also in use at the mine.

In conclusion, I arrive at this:

The makers of lamps want, with the Mines Department, to endeavour to get the light to a continuous one for the shift of one candle power.

The coal owner wants a diffused light, so that the miner has light to see the object he is intent upon.

The miner who finds he is affected by nystagmus, should endeavour, as far as he can, to continue active exercise in working in some capacity, and the manager should assist him. It is, in my opinion, fatal for a man to give up exercise, because there is no doubt extra smoking and any other cause aggravate the disease.

**Millaits Culpin**

A consideration of the psychopathological aspect of this disorder may enable us to bring into accord a number of apparently un-related phenomena. Nystagmus *per se* does not disable a man; symptoms admittedly psycho-neurotic are often the actual cause of his disability. And I must point out also that those ocular symptoms associated with the nystagmus are typically psycho-neurotic: photophobia, blepharospasm, head tremors, extreme convergence on examination of the eyes, and night-blindness (which may be a re-statement of the patient's fear of the dark, though epidemic night-blindness in soldiers was described by Hector Gavin in 1847) were familiar during the war as mental results of such stimuli as gassing and burial. Dr. Rivers demonstrated the identity of the non-ocular symptoms with those following the strain of warfare. As a matter of practical and historical interest we may note that most of the symptoms of
shell-shock and of miners' nystagmus—except the oscillation of the eyeballs—were described by Herbert Page in his book on "Railway Injuries," published in the eighties. It needed the controversial efforts of Page and Furneaux Jordan, extending over several years, to demolish the physical hypotheses that had been propounded to explain the symptoms of "Railway Spine." In spite of this experience, when similar cases occurred en masse in the war we had again a crop of physical hypotheses; men were given wound stripes for hysterical conditions, and it took a Parliamentary Commission finally to establish the mental origin of shell-shock. These episodes indicate a tendency in medicine against which we must be on guard.

Now let us consider miners' nystagmus as a psycho-neurosis and see how far this will throw light upon it.

First, what sort of man acquires it? Sir Frederick Mott found a history of pre-existing psycho-neurotic symptoms in 80 per cent. of his war cases; my own figures give 57 per cent. This personal element in any psycho-neurosis needs investigation, and an actual example will indicate the kind of material that may be found if it is looked for. I give the patient's own words:

"I'm naturally of a nervous temperament, I'm a bad sleeper and have nightmares. I shake when I am worried and am always anxious whether my work is right or wrong. If people stand in a train I wonder whether the floor will go through. I have a fear in the dark as if someone were following me. If I went to a picture show I should go wet all over and not sleep afterwards. I suffer from anxiety and palpitation in tube lifts. I can't write if I am watched. I had a nervous heart as a child."

In this case many of the symptoms were present before the onset of a disabling psycho-neurosis. If the patient had been a business man he would probably have been treated for nervous exhaustion; an accident would have been followed by "traumatic neurasthenia"; if a soldier up the line he would have had shell-shock, whilst if he stayed at the base he would have developed that nystagmus of the heart known as D.A.H.; if such a patient were a woman she would suffer from spasmodic dysmenorrhoea and a nervous breakdown at the menopause. The patient was a man and finally suffered from a typical occupational cramp. He will stand for one type which will acquire whatever form of psycho-neurosis is offered by the environment, and I venture to suggest that if he had worked in a coal mine he would now be receiving compensation for miners' nystagmus.

The onset of the disease often conforms to well-known types. Dr. Llewellyn states that trivial injuries precipitate the disorder, and also quotes cases in which the analogy with shell-shock cries aloud. For example, one man said: "Whilst holing in the coal
a blister exploded in my face, my eyes got bad at once and I had to be led out,” and another: “I was buried under a fall, my eyesight failed at once. I had no trouble before.”

The observation that “injury to the back is frequently followed by the onset of nystagmus” indicates a relationship to another old friend, and the influence of compensation is another obvious link.

The disappearance of nystagmus as the more frankly mental symptoms increase has its parallel in war experience and in civil life. The mutisms, tremors, stammers, paralyses and what not, tended to disappear and to be followed by symptoms like those described by Dr. Rivers.

Dr. Frederick Robson notes that ex-service men “soon contracted nystagmus on resumption of work below ground.” (Industrial Welfare, July, 1923, p. 193.) A similar thing happens if any other occupation neurosis is available to them.

One of the strongest emotional factors in the psycho-neuroses is fear. Measured by its fatalities mining is the most dangerous trade, and, turning again to Dr. Llewellyn, we find him stating that timbermen and repairers frequently suffer from the disease, and, by a notable intuition, in the same paragraph he stresses the particularly dangerous nature of their work. The contrast between naked-light pits and safety-lamp pits is not only one of illumination, but of danger; in fact, that is the primary contrast. Knowledge of the presence of gas may have effects not to be measured by the physiologist. In short, the frequent identity of the mode of onset of nystagmus with that of shell-shock points clearly to the common factor—the threat to personal safety—universally recognized in one case and almost universally ignored in the other.

Miners' nystagmus, then, shows no difference from other widely occurring psycho-neuroses except in the predominance of one symptom, which is not constant and is not correlated with the severity of the other symptoms. This symptom is part of the general state, and like that, is closely correlated with bad illumination. I have suggested that this correlation may be an indirect one, with the presence of danger as the middle term, though we may agree that the bad illumination directly decides the ocular form of the most conspicuous symptom. But the gloom of the coal-bearing nether regions must have its mental effect, and I would point to two photographs in Dr. Llewellyn's report to the Medical Research Council showing the difference of illumination after a roadway had been whitewashed. It does not need a psychologist to tell us that the amenities of the mine greatly benefit by this simple measure.

There are two obvious objections to the view here propounded. Nystagmus may be present without disability; but the physio-
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logical effect of continued emotion (and what we properly call a neurosis may perhaps be described in those terms) does not of necessity imply a secondary aim in the way of escape from work or danger. Secondly, it may be said that the nystagmus is of purely physical origin and in its turn produces a psycho-neurosis. It is impossible formally to disprove this hypothesis, though much talent has been vainly spent in the effort to prove it, but I submit that the nystagmus itself presents no characteristics inconsistent with a psycho-neurotic origin, that there exists no reason for separating it from the rest of the syndrome, and that the view here presented accords with our experience of other psycho-neuroses. Yet this introduces such alarming complexities into the situation that we feel urged to seek the simpler alternative of a physical cause. The obvious and continued failure of our efforts in that direction will ultimately compel us to accept the psychological explanation, which covers more of the facts already observed than does any other theory, and is not contradicted by any of them. When that happens we shall only be following the precedent found in the history of "railway spine" and "shell-shock."

CHARLES F. HARFORD

It is nearly ten years since I carried out a series of careful observations on a group of cases of miners' nystagmus which had found their way into the Army and had relapsed during military training. I have vivid recollections of these cases, the details of which were similar to those described by Dr. Lister Llewellyn, and the memory prompts me to offer a small contribution to this discussion.

For purposes of reference there are appended to this paper a list of the contributions which I have published bearing on this subject. In 1916, I had no experience of modern medical psychology though I described the condition then as "Visual neuroses of Miners."(1) Since then I have referred to miners' nystagmus in a contribution to a discussion on the "Psychology of Vision in Health and Disease."(2) Later, I discussed "Psycho-pathology in Ophthalmic practice,"(3) indicating the close connection between psychical disturbances and the eye. A year ago I put forward a working hypothesis to explain the effect of the mind upon the body, which may serve as a basis for studying the psychical aspects of disease.(4)

With this introduction I propose in a brief summary to compare the condition commonly known as shell-shock with miners' nystagmus mainly in the light of the report of the War Office Committee of Inquiry into shell-shock, and particularly as to its aetiology.
1. Its name.—Dr. Rivers said that the term "shell-shock" has been "a gross and costly misnomer," and there was general agreement among the witnesses on this point. The term "miners' nystagmus" is also seriously misleading, and both of these terms suggest a disability which is liable to be permanent and one that is pensionable in each case with the disastrous consequences which are attached to these ideas.

2. Both of these conditions are mainly emotional in origin, and occur in individuals whose personal or family history frequently shows elements of instability.

3. Trench Warfare and Work in a Mine have many points in common, viz.:—work in cramped positions, involving great monotony, elements of danger without a ready avenue of escape, injuries to the head, the risk of being buried or of poisoning by noxious gases.

4. Fear of the dark is so common as a factor in the production of psychopathic disorders that it deserves special mention. This and the fear of closed spaces such as tunnels, which in civilian life is referred to as claustrophobia, are instances of mind disturbances which are not only associated with shocks and terrifying experiences of the past but also bring back recollection of severity in discipline at the hand of officers, employers, parents or teachers.

5. Escape from a situation regarded as intolerable is believed by many to be an explanation of the development of disabilities such as paralyses, tremors, loss of sight, hearing, or speech which may be regarded as comparable to the visual symptoms of miners' nystagmus. The motive which produces these is in the main unconscious but none the less real, and if understood it explains the origin of many obscure maladies.

6. The spread of shell-shock as of miners' nystagmus has been compared to the progress of an epidemic, and an "infected pit" is a term which has often been used. The psychology of the crowd readily interprets these manifestations.

7. The importance of "controls" in experimental work is generally recognized and these are ready to hand in both of the conditions we are comparing. Shell-shock cases were a mere fraction of the multitudes of men who were subjected to identical conditions, and it is the same in the mines. Obviously, we must look beyond the factors of illumination, or posture, or refractive errors for the solution of our problem, and shall be driven back to consider more closely the personal element, which is essentially our duty as medical practitioners.

8. Morale.—Summing up all the opinions of the witnesses in the shell-shock committee there emerges one idea which can only be expressed by the inimitable word which we have borrowed from the French—"morale."
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Medical psychologists with all their differences in matters of technique or detail might be found to agree on some such statement as the following:

(a) That emotion is one of the most powerful factors in the causation of disease.
(b) That the emotion which is most powerful in the conditions under discussion is “fear.”
(c) That these emotions are not recognized by most of the sufferers until they have been tested by a wise system of mind treatment.
(d) That the inhibition of the desire to get well, which is determined by the lure of a pension, restlessness, discontent and a host of other factors, is the most serious obstacle to recovery.

We are all of us faced by difficulties, which demand courage and patience. We are all tempted to flee from reality and seek some haven of rest from “intolerable” conditions, and to ascribe our ills to our surroundings. Let me conclude by a quotation often used by my friend Dr. Crichton Miller as applied by that incomparable psychologist Sir James Barrie:

“The fault Dear Brutus is not in our Stars
But in ourselves that we are underlings.”
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I am not an ophthalmologist and wish to take this opportunity of thanking Dr. Levy for according me the privilege of taking part in this discussion. I am speaking on behalf of those engaged in providing the miner with light.

The Miners’ Nystagmus Committee, appointed by the Medical Research Council, in their report published in 1922, unanimously reached the conclusion that miners’ nystagmus was solely the result of deficient illumination.

Electric lamp manufacturers have been endeavouring to act on this report by producing lamps giving more light, but they have been badly handicapped by the limitations imposed as regards...
the maximum weight the miner would agree to carry (5-6 lb.), also
by the necessity of making the lamp robust enough to stand the
rough and tumble of a mine. These conditions have practically
confined designers to a 2-volt accumulator, and unfortunately,
2 volts is the very worst voltage from the bulb makers point of
view. Experiments are now being made with a view to producing
a 4-volt accumulator that will conform to the requirements just
stated. This will enable bulb makers to provide gas-filled or half-
watt bulbs, giving about four times the candle power of the 2-volt
vacuum bulb.

The introduction of the yellow tinted or Euphos well glass opens
up a new aspect of the case, and I should have welcomed some
explanation from the eye specialists present as to the physiological
explanation of the results obtained by the use of this glass in the
Ebbw Vale Colliery. I have heard unfavourable reports from
other collieries regarding the use of this glass, but I must confess
that I do not believe it has been tried out as carefully anywhere
as it has been by the Ebbw Vale Colliery.

Some have tried to explain the effectiveness of this glass by
saying that it cuts out the harmful ultra-violet light, but Verhoeff
and Bell, and also Luckiesh have shown that only wave-lengths
below 3050 Ångström units have a deleterious effect on animal
tissues.

Further, lead glass 1.5 mm. thick is opaque to these harmful
wave-lengths, and in view of the fact that the bulb is about 1 mm.
thick and the well glass about 3 mm. thick there is absolutely
no chance of any rays of harmful wave-length reaching the eye
of the miner.

But a practical test is the best proof, and I have tried yellow
tinted well glasses against clear well glasses in a dark room, and
found there was no question but that visibility was materially better
when using a Euphos well glass than when using the clear well
glass.

The research laboratories of the General Electric Company made
tests on the absorption of the light by Euphos well glass, com-
pared with a clear well glass, and were considerably surprised to
find that the absorption of the Euphos glass was no greater than
that of the clear glass. The only possible explanation of this is that
the ordinary clear well glass is of poor quality glass.

I am afraid the claim that Euphos glass is effective because it
reduces glare cannot be substantiated. White sprayed or frosted
bulbs would be more effective in reducing glare. The oil safety-
lamp has been convicted as being more responsible for nystagmus
than any other form of illumination, but glare is the last thing of
which one could accuse it.
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Frederick Robson

Home Office Returns 1923,
(Published January, 1925.)

Coal Miners' Nystagmus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Old Cases</th>
<th>New Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>1376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>2149</td>
<td>2402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>3218</td>
<td>2775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>3731</td>
<td>2718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>4163</td>
<td>2865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>4804</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>5063</td>
<td>4092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>7273</td>
<td>3883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Industrial Diseases.

Miners' nystagmus contributed 66 per cent. of the total number of cases. The growth in the number of cases of this disease since 1908, the first full year after the disease was scheduled under the Act, is very striking:

In 1920, 7.2 per 1000 underground men
In 1922, 9.9   "   "   "   "   nystagmus

Medical men during the last 50-60 years have recognized eye defects, and some general nerve disturbances in coal miners, which had not been fully understood. The condition was sometimes called chorea; but in more recent times there has been a nearer approach to its elucidation and definition.

The increased knowledge of coal and its chemistry, produced by the intensive work of the coal chemists, has helped the clinician to visualize the possible chemical relationship of coal to the neurological defects in the miner.
A standard classification of coal is that by Mr. C. A. Seyler, who postulated certain definite carbon to hydrogen ratios in different kinds of coals, separating them into bituminous, carbonaceous, anthracite, lignitous, etc. Further chemical researches have succeeded in distinguishing in the coal mass two main types of compounds, viz.: Cellulosic and resinic, with sub-divisions into groups known as, alpha, beta, and gamma compounds which are found to have different characteristics and capabilities.

The class of coal in which nystagmus prominently arises, is the bituminous coal. In this coal the gamma compound reaches its maximum, viz.: 17/18 C/H ratio. The gamma compound is found least in coals of 23 C/H ratio.

*"The anthracite coals have no gamma compounds. Bituminous coal has a large amount and is capable of greatest resolution by solvent agents.

"Coals with the greater "y" content are found in Monmouthshire, where the C/H ratio ranges round 17. It is, therefore, in the bituminous portion of the coal field that gamma compounds are chiefly found."

Gamma compounds are resinic and contain *inter alia* hydrocarbons.

The hydrogen content of a coal is one of the chief determining characteristics in its classification, and attains its highest percentage in bituminous coals. The hydrogen in bituminous coals ranges from 5.0 to 5.8 per cent. Volatile matter in bituminous coals ranges from 23.0 to 40.0 per cent.* The coals in the eastern end of this coal field have the highest percentage of hydrogen, and the lowest C/H ratio; and those in the western end of the coal field the least hydrogen and the highest C/H ratio. The coals of highest hydrogen content give rise to the highest percentage of nystagmus. On this basis it is a fair inference to say that the highest incidence of nystagmus is associated with certain compounds in coal. Such compounds are of the gamma class and are to be found in bituminous coals.

Coals of the bituminous type have also the highest proportion of volatile matter, and the writer's original assumption, that the volatile content of a coal was the index of a coal-complex that gave rise to the highest incidence of nystagmus, is found to be that coal associated in chief with gamma compounds.

In consideration of the importance that coal analysis and its behaviour have upon this genesis of nystagmus, I think it advisable to give Dr. Illingworth's evidence *in extenso* so far as the technique of the constitution of coal has been developed chemically:

"It is at present possible to detect in the coal conglomerate four types of substances which can be defined as follows:

**Ulmin Compounds.**—Present in lignitous coals up to 14 C/H ratio.

**Alpha Compounds.**—Present in all coals, least in lignites and most in anthracites.

**Beta Compounds.**—Present chiefly in coals of C/H ratio of 14 to 15, which decline westward as the C/H ratio increases.

**Gamma Compounds.**—Found least in coals of 23 C/H ratio. Reaches its maximum in coals of 17/18 C/H ratio."

For the purposes of this paper it is required to deal with the coals containing the gamma compounds chiefly.

"The gamma compounds are present in the varying amounts in all types of coals, of which the C/H ratio is less than 23.

"The amount is small in lignitous coals, but gradually increases with increasing C/H ratio, reaching a maximum when the value of that ratio is about 17 to 18; with further increase in the value of the C/H ratio the quantity of gamma compounds in the coal decreases until when the ratio exceeds 23 none can be detected.

"Anthracites and sub-carbonaceous coals contain no gamma compounds, the lignitous coals very little, while coals of the bituminous class are characterized by the relatively large amount of "γ" compounds they contain.

"The bituminous coals in general owe their most striking properties to the presence of gamma compounds.

"These compounds are characterized by the relatively high proportion of hydrogen they contain, and the actual quantity is greatest in those gamma compounds that are derived from coals having a low C/H ratio, and it is interesting to note that there is a greater quantity of volatile matter evolved from such "γ" compounds than from those derived from coals of which the C/H ratio is higher.

"In general the amount of gamma compound increases with a C/H ratio up to a value of 17 or 18.

"The anthracite coals are devoid of gamma compounds, and do not yield hydrocarbon by-products.

"The variation in the properties of any one class of coal, as its hydrogen content increases, can in general be ascribed to an increase in the proportion of the "γ" compounds contained in them.

"It is to be remembered that the gamma compounds consist essentially of compounds rich in hydrogen, and that they yield much greater quantities of volatile matter than either the beta or the alpha compounds. This increase in the poor types of coals and the decrease in the quantity of the beta compounds therein cause these coals to be high in volatiles."
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Coals with the greater "y" content are found in Monmouthshire where the C/H ratio ranges round 17. It is, therefore, in this bituminous portion of the coal field that gamma compounds are chiefly found."

These compounds contain a high percentage of hydrogen, and a high percentage of hydrogen is in some generic relationship to that of miners' nystagmus. It may be true, therefore, that nystagmus is not independent of "y" compounds found in coal. This type of coal is worked in Monmouthshire and declines westward.

Monmouthshire heads the list of the divisions in South Wales for origin of the disease. Dr. Illingworth says: "That carbon monoxide is present as a constituent of occluded gases in high volatile coals. "That these coals are more susceptible to oxidation and to the production of carbon monoxide (CO). That coals in oxidation give rise to CO, and further, it is the bituminous coals which are more prone to oxidation.

"The production of CO reaches its greatest value in the lignitous coals which are rich in humic substances."

It has been indicated that coal seams traversing the coal field contain compounds peculiar to the coals in each section of the coal field, when measured by their C/H ratios—and that a complete change of type of coal occurs in the total distance of 50 miles east to west—from bituminous to anthracite coal.

A similar change of coal occurs from south to north, and this is well illustrated by the coal changes in about 10 miles from Llanelly to the top of the Gwendraeth Valley, i.e., from a low to a high C/H ratio, and a corresponding decline in hydrogen content, and a correlated decline in nystagmus incidence.

Drs. Strahan and Pollard found that in about 50 per cent. of the pits examined, the coal seams (geologically) proceeded from soft (bituminous) to hard coals, but other pits show a reverse of this order, and in some pits the carbon varies irregularly. And the same results are observed in C/H ratios, therefore, in some pits the upper seams have a higher C/H ratio than those below them, and the more volatile coal is stratigraphically deepest.

The general truth, however, is the lower seams are more anthracitic than those above. There may be a difference of 2 per cent. in C/H ratio in a few hundred feet (see pages 235-6 "Miners' Nystagmus," Robson).

If the softest coal is stratigraphically deepest the influence of increased temperature and pressure gives rise to a high percentage of nystagmus. (Example.—The Bute Seam Colliery Company, H., page 262, "Coal Miners' Nystagmus," Robson.)
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The writer considers that nystagmus follows the hydrogen line, and is a measure of such hydrogen change—plus or minus.

The change is also reflected in the volatile content of a coal, and the volatile content is an expression plus or minus of the gamma compound content, and both together are indicative of the kind of coal that can give rise to the highest percentage of CO, and of hydrocarbons.

The fact that coal miners' nystagmus is not general throughout the coal fields of Great Britain, being much more common in some than in others, and more common in some pits than in others, prompts the thought that nystagmus might have some specific connection with a distinct class of coal wrought apart from or in conjunction with coal of the bituminous class, which has been indicated to exhibit "γ" compounds, and correlative nystagmic incidence.

As far as South Wales and Monmouthshire are concerned the pits examined by the writer have clearly shown that the volatile percentage in the coal has in many instances been the "touch-stone" or criterion of nystagmus incidence. In those pits where most cases arose at greatest depth, the influences of increased pressure and highest temperature on harder coal also gave rise to much nystagmus—when estimated upon the number of men employed in the seam.

Spontaneous Combustion of Coal

"Spontaneous combustion in coal mines is a phenomenon which may be defined as the heating of coal by means, other than the artificial application of heat."

Probably all bituminous coal is liable to spontaneous combustion in some degree, and this liability to self-heating varies in the coal fields of the United Kingdom, and speaking generally, the thicker the seam the greater the liability to spontaneous combustion. "That the proportion of volatile matter yielded in coal plays an important part in the sensitiveness to inflammation."

Specific heat of Coal in relation to its Composition

"The specific heat of coal lies in general, between 0.2 and 0.4 depending upon the amount of water contained in the coal.

Increase in C/H ratio causes a decrease in specific heat, and in general with increase in volatile matter there is a corresponding rise in specific heat." (2)

(2) G. Coles, B.Sc.—Colliery Guardian, November 23, 1923.
A study of the factors concerned in the spontaneous combustion of coal, together with the evidence of the Commission on the same subject, gives some indication of the complex nature of coal, and its gaseous possibilities under varying degrees of pit temperatures and pressures, as indicated by the stratigraphical position of the seams, and also the influence of such adventitious bodies as iron pyrites in the process of spontaneous heating.

The fact that spontaneous heating is not general, but particular throughout these coal fields, suggests that the origin of nystagmus might have some specific relation to a distinct kind of coal won, and the geological and working conditions appertaining to such pits in which spontaneous heating arises. The following conditions play an important part in spontaneous combustion, and many of these conditions are to be associated with a coal that gives rise to nystagmus:

1. Roof conditions.
2. Inclination of seams.
3. Depth of seams from surface.
4. Thickness of seams.
5. Amount of cover.
6. Depth below datum line (sea level).
7. Temperature of mine air.
8. Temperature of coal faces.
10. Moisture content of coal.
11. Class or type of coal.
12. Oxidizability of coal, or the $O_2$ content.

Dr. Wheeler says: "Self-heating of coal is determined by the oxygen content, the higher the oxygen content the more readily will coal self-ignite—by oxygen content is meant not oxygen in coal as gas oxygen but oxygen present in coal in combination with other bodies forming chemical compounds not definitely known. If coals be analyzed to find their ultimate constituents, i.e., C.H.O.N. and S it will be found that oxygen in different coals varies between 1 per cent. by weight in anthracite coal to 17-20 per cent. in bituminous and lignitous coals.

"This high oxygen content gives a low temperature at which ignition takes place. This refers to chemical composition of coals apart from iron pyrites, which are adventitious bodies. When freshly cut coal is exposed to air or oxygen at atmospheric temperature a considerable volume of oxygen is absorbed and sometimes CO and CO$_2$ are produced, according to the nature of coal, but not in all coals."

It is not inconceivable that nystagmus arising in some parts of these coal fields, may be connected with that type of coal which
is capable of self-heating, *sui generis*, or by aid of iron pyrites, the initial temperature of such oxidation being the pit temperature. The writer has indicated that nystagmus has a generic relationship to coal of the bituminous class, in chief, and such coal has a definite composition as expressed by the carbon to hydrogen ratio 17-18. As far as Monmouthshire is concerned, this ratio was about 15/17 in the pits in which most cases of nystagmus arose.

It is said that the moisture content of coal has an influence upon its oxidation, thus moist coal oxidizes more readily than dry coal, moist coal absorbs oxygen 50 per cent. faster than dry coal (moist is used in its chemical not physical sense). An example of the difference in moisture content and heating of coal is that of the Durham coal, which is extremely low in moisture content.

On the other hand, some of the coals in South Staffordshire are very high in moisture content, and spontaneous combustion is said to be possibly the highest in the world.

In the Durham coal field there has been no well authenticated case of spontaneous heating for 200 years, since the time of Queen Anne. The percentage ratio of nystagmus based upon total men is low, viz., in 1920, 0.15 per cent. The Northumberland coal field has some slight history of spontaneous combustion above that of Durham, and the cases of nystagmus in 1920 were 0.21 per cent.

It is suggested that: "The freedom from fires in Durham and Northumberland is possibly due to the low oxygen absorption of these coals. It is less than 300 c.c. per gramme at 30° C." (3)

The anthracite mines of South Wales do not give rise to spontaneous combustion. Its coal has no gamma compounds, and the incidence of nystagmus is only about one-fourth of that found in Monmouthshire.

The anthracites have small capacity for oxygen, and the hard steam coals have a low oxygen capacity at 33° C.

On the other hand, the Barnsley coals (Yorks.) having absorption of 300-500 c.c. per 100 grammes at 30° C., are all liable to fire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1909</th>
<th>1914</th>
<th>1919</th>
<th>Nystagmus %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durham...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northumberland</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffordshire South</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no liability to spontaneous combustion in the Kent coal fields; four cases of nystagmus have arisen in this field, viz.:

2 at Dover  
1 at Canterbury  
1 at Deal  

} In 1923 and 1924

1909 1914 1919

(3) Stopes and Wheeler.—*Spontaneous Combustion of Coal*, p. 99
Mr. Ivan Graham, speaking of this field in relation to the return air samples in various pits in this country showed that there was no spontaneous combustion in the Kent coal, and that in the average of three tests made for air $O_2$ absorbed, viz., 0.17 per cent., there was produced 0.0011 per cent of CO. In one case in the return 100 yards back from the face (200 yards of face) 0.10 of $O_2$ absorbed gave rise to 0.0004 per cent of CO.

Spontaneous combustion in Scotland is rare except in the district of Fifeshire. In the Kent coal field depths range from 1-2,000 feet, volatile matter 10.0 to 30.0 per cent., sulphur 0.50 to 1.0 per cent. There is a decrease of volatile matter with depth throughout the Kent coal field.

The coal fields of Yorkshire and Staffordshire have frequent attacks of spontaneous heating, and with coals capable of this activity I associate some at least of the cases of nystagmus. As far as Yorkshire is concerned, the large number of men attacked appears to the writer to be due to some disseminated cause, such as toxins from mine gases.

Professor Briggs, in a communication to the writer, said that, from information received, certain coals in the Maitland coal field of New South Wales oxidized rapidly, and the coal became hot before it could be removed from the mine, indicating rapid oxidation of this coal. The men suffered badly from pink eye and nystagmus in one and the same man, and had to be led about the pit. After an absence from the pit for purposes of recovery, the condition recurred in men resuming underground work.

"The reaction between oxygen and coal that results in the fixation of the oxygen is accompanied by a heating effect, so that . . . . if the dissipation of the heat is prevented the temperature of the coal rises. . . . Spontaneous fires may occur in coal in the mine, or on the surface, and thus it is that several factors, other than the chemical constitution of the coal, have to be considered."

"On the chemical constitution of the coal the rate of its reaction with oxygen at a given temperature mainly depends, but its state of division, permeability, and physical condition generally, also affect this rate of reaction; whilst the rate of dissipation of heat is governed by such factors as the amount of ventilation and the thermal conductivity of the coal itself and of its surroundings."

It would appear that the harder the coal the more oxygen is required to produce spontaneous combustion, if any, and the reverse of this obtains.

The Pumpquart Seam—a hard anthracite coal in South Wales—is not liable to spontaneous combustion, for 0.50 per cent. of oxygen absorbed gave rise to 0.0016 per cent. of CO, on the

(4) Colliery Guardian, October 10, 1924.
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analysis of the return air sample—nystagmus is lowest in anthracite coals.

In contrast with this seam, in the Victoria seam—a house coal—capable of giving rise to spontaneous combustion, a large amount of pyritic oxidation is possible, for with 0.20 per cent. of oxygen absorbed, there resulted 0.0028 per cent. of CO₂, and nystagmus was 0.48 per cent. based on the number of men employed.

IVAN GRAHAM, M.A., M.Sc.

1. "That any form of pyrites in a finely divided condition will absorb oxygen rapidly from the air with consequent heat production.
2. "That in many cases of spontaneous combustion underground, pyrites must be looked upon as the primary cause of the trouble.
3. "That heatings due to oxidation of pyrites will probably develop more rapidly than those caused by the oxidation of coal.

"At the same time if it were possible to take a census of all underground heatings and ascertain the primary cause of each, the majority would, I believe, be traced to the oxidation of the carbonaceous constituents of the coal."(1)

In one of the South Wales pits, spontaneous heating and fires arose in the 9 foot seam. There was much disseminated amorphous pyrites present in the seam (manager). This seam was worked at a depth of 1,737 feet, and had a volatile content of 11.54. It was, therefore, a hard coal of the steam coal variety. Nystagmus cases were 14, and 12 of these arose at the coal face.

"Various researches in the oxidation of coals from different seams throughout the country have shown that:
1. "Coals like anthracite and Welsh steam coals which have a small capacity for absorption are not likely to fire.
2. Some coals which show a low rate of oxidation at ordinary temperature may fire when mixed with pyritic material.
3. "Coals which show a large rate of oxidation which increases with rise of temperature may give rise to spontaneous fires. Many bituminous coals are included in the latter class.

"The heat production during oxidation of coal at 40°C (soft coal) and 55°C (hard coal) was found in each case to equal 2.1 calories per c.c. O₂ absorbed."(1)

This paper so far indicates that bituminous coal, which is friable, contains moisture, oxidizes rapidly at normal temperatures, with and without the presence of pyrites, may give rise to spontaneous heating.

It was shown by Mr. Graham, who examined the Victoria seam in South Wales, that the carbonaceous material absorbed only a very small quantity of oxygen compared with that absorbed by coal from the Barnsley Seam (Yorks), a seam very liable to spontaneous combustion. The results indicated that in the main the source of heating was due to pyritic material.

This is to show that soft coal poor in carbonaceous material, may require the presence of some auxiliary material like iron pyrites to cause it to inflame.

A sample of air taken from the neighbourhood of a heating in this pit shows the presence of 0.013 of CO for 0.28 per cent. of oxygen absorbed; that indicates a small production of CO.

"During the oxidation of pyrites, carbon monoxide is not produced."

"The composition of Black Damp, resulting from pyritic oxidation, may vary considerably as regards CO₂ content from a few per cent. up to 12 per cent.

"In the instance quoted (Victoria Seam) the low production of CO is probably to be explained by: (1) Oxidation of pyrites; and (2) the fact that carbonaceous material undergoing oxidation produces a smaller amount of CO for a definite absorption than is the case with Barnsley Seam, and many other similar coals."

(The Barnsley Seam is very liable to spontaneous combustion, *sui generis*, *i.e.*, without the aid of the adventitious body, iron pyrites.)

One test of the return air illustrates the effect of the pit being idle—fan slowed down. The oxygen deficiency was 1.40 per cent. and the carbon monoxide formed was 0.0034 per cent.

The effect of the installation of new fans in pits in South Wales was considerably to reduce the incidence of nystagmus—indicating better ventilation.

The Yorkshire pits show a high incidence of nystagmus, based on man power, and higher than South Wales and Monmouthshire combined.

"It is estimated from an examination of one pit in Yorkshire, that 25 to 38 per cent. of the men (according to the grade of men employed) were working with nystagmus. On this basis it is reckoned that 25,000 miners are working with oscillation of the eyeballs in Yorkshire. These men do not know there is anything wrong with them, *i.e.*, there is no disability. The report says the oscillation when not accompanied by subjective sensations is of negligible consequence."

The present writer suggests from the foregoing evidence that certain seams in Yorkshire are very provocative of the trouble,
and those seams are probably subject to spontaneous combustion, or liable to self heat, normally or by aid of iron pyrites such seams are of the soft coal variety or bituminous class with a high oxygen absorptive power and with formation of much carbon monoxide.

I have no knowledge of the analysis of the coal from the gamma compound content standpoint.

In any consideration of the eye and the lids in their abnormal movements as expressed by the terms, nystagmus and blepharospasm "it is necessary to remember that the eye is an item in a Commonwealth and not an isolated entity calling for individual consideration" (Dr. Alex. Wilson). Any study of the origin and cause of the disease in men, different from that primarily of the eye, as an organ of sight, involves the examination of the sites and agencies which might be considered to be detrimental to the underground worker, and which would therefore be considered to be environmental and not personal.

The places of origin of nystagmus are coal pits, but all coal pits do not give rise to the disease, therefore, there is some agent present in some pits that is absent in other pits, and in those which do give rise to nystagmus there are fundamental factors to be considered, common to all deep pits, whenever locked safety-lamps are used. Open lights are used in other shallow pits.

No metalliferous mines, however deep and therefore dark, give rise to the disease, with the exception of some iron-stone mines "where on account of the presence of thin coal seams, and where, therefore, safety-lamps are used, nystagmus is found."(1)

The American and South African coal mines do not give rise to nystagmus. They are for the most part shallow mines, and enjoy good ventilation. I have already referred to the New South Wales mines, where rapid oxidation of the coal arises, and much and aggravated nystagmus occurs.

It is found that all grades of underground workers in this country contract the disease, but chiefly the collier, and, therefore, at the coal faces.

The incidence, however, arises in different ratios to man power, in different seams, and the same seam in different pits, may and does give rise to varying percentages. And this same seam of coal, a few miles further west towards anthracitation, gives quite another set of figures, a reduced incidence.

The absence of uniformity in the different pits suggests:
1. Either that the coal differs in some particular way; or
2. That pit details vary.
3. That age of pits is dissimilar.
4. That man himself varies in some particular way, possibly in his blood content.

(1) First Report of Miners' Nystagmus Committee, p. 10, 1922.
In addition to these details we have to consider depth; datum line (sea level) or cover; class of coal; volatile content; presence or absence of iron pyrites; moisture content; friability and oxidizability of the coal wrought.

There are over 600 pits in South Wales and Monmouthshire. About 63 per cent. of these are represented in the Indemnity Society of South Wales and Monmouthshire, and the divisions of this territory divide the coal, for statistical purposes into Monmouthshire, Glamorgan East (Rhondda), and South Wales West. The coal seams, however, do not correspond exactly to these divisions in their topography, yet the statistics of the coal owners are sufficiently accurate to warrant the field being divided roughly into bituminous—hard steam and anthracite areas.

Electric hand lamps were introduced into the coal field in 1914, and since that date there has been a steady increase in their adoption and use. Nystagmus rate has, however, not been influenced by such installations of lamps, since the evidence of figures already produced in previous papers ("Miners' Nystagmus," Robson) shows no decline. In South Wales the numbers for 1923 were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamps</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil flame lamp</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>112,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric safety lamp</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>107,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>219,957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In dealing with miners' nystagmus, therefore, we have three chief factors to consider:

1. That lamps have a common denominator measured in candle power to all the proportions put forward.
2. That coal, unlike lamps, has no fixed common denominator value, inasmuch as its constitution varies morphologically in each area, but not strictly so, and also in each pit, yet may vary in the stratigraphical sequence of its seams.
3. That man himself, as assessed by his blood complex, may be not the least difficult of the three factors concerned in estimating the contributory percentage proportion to the origin of the disease.

Speaking of incipient heatings in coal mines and the analyses of mine air before the coal is suspect, Mr. Graham says:

"There is no doubt we require further knowledge concerning the gaseous oxidation products formed underground both at normal and at elevated temperatures.

"Researches into the cause of spontaneous combustion have thrown a considerable amount of light upon the nature of oxidation which coal undergoes at normal and slightly elevated temperatures,
and other changes which take place in the composition of the air in contact with coal undergoing oxidation. The true nature of these reactions is not yet known and the substances actually responsible for the absorption of oxygen have not been isolated.


This publication clearly indicates that CO is produced from coals, after they have been exhausted of the naturally occluded gases: "At 100°C such coals contain a high proportion of oxides of carbon if the coal has been previously weathered either naturally or artificially, thus differing from the gases withdrawn from newly won coal, which consist mainly of metharine and the higher members of the paraffin series of hydrocarbons."

From the researches of the writer into all the coal fields of Great Britain in general, and into that of South Wales and Monmouth-shire in particular, the following conclusions are arrived at:

1. That all coals do not give rise to nystagmus.
2. That coals of the bituminous order give rise to more cases than hard steam coals, and much more than anthracite coals.
3. That coals that are capable of self-heating give rise to varying percentages of carbon monoxide according to the amount of oxygen absorbed, and, therefore, to the chemical composition of the coal, as well as to its physical state as regards moisture content and friability and pyritic content.
4. Coals that are capable of spontaneous combustion are found in Yorkshire and Staffordshire chiefly, and to a less extent in other counties, and much nystagmus is associated with such coals.
5. The Kent coal field is practically devoid of nystagmus, and its CO content is almost nil, four cases of nystagmus having arisen in that field in 1923-24.
6. That a high volatile percentage in a coal of the bituminous class with a C/H ratio of 17/18 indicates a coal that contains gamma compounds, and these compounds also are indications of the highest hydrocarbon content.
7. The detailed evidence of pits in South Wales clearly shows that most cases arise in soft coal, whatever position in the pit the seams are found, and such coals have a high O₂ content, a high hydrogen content, and much volatile matter, and a low C/H ratio.
8. Old pits are very provocative of the disease.
9. Pits using many explosive cartridges in soft coal give rise to a high incidence.
10. Pits with new ventilation fans, a reduced incidence.
11. Seams above river levels, a low percentage of nystagmus.
12. The same seam (Rhondda No. 2) worked 900 feet depth, marked nystagmus with much general nerve disturbance.
13. Depth of seams has a contributory influence.
14. The writer considers that alleged neurasthenic symptoms are indications of a disturbed nervous system of central origin, equally with those of the eye muscles, from toxins found in the pit, and are not a separate disease.
15. That poor illumination of lamps is not the primary cause, but may be auxiliary, and, therefore, contributory, when the imbalance of the eye muscles has once been started, either by a toxaemia or by anoxaemia due to oxygen want in the central nervous system.

The writer would like to suggest, but with some degree of hesitancy, that there may be two separate agencies involved in the genesis of the ailment.

This surmise has arisen because of the different aspects of the case presented by different coal fields, e.g., Yorkshire gives a high incidence of oscillation of eyeballs, but the sensation or symptom side of the ailment is made little of, and, if not present, the oscillations, it is said, do not disable the workman underground.

The antithesis of this class of case is the man who is markedly and obviously suffering from some nerve breakdown, called neurasthenia, but who shows very little defect if any in his eyeballs. Such a case suggests to the writer that the cause may be different from that of the man with objective signs only or chiefly; such cases indicate some form of toxaemia, viz., that arising from the presence of hydrocarbons which are to be found in coal that gives rise to gamma compounds in chief, and these coals, as previously indicated, belong to the bituminous class.

The involuntary oscillation of the eyeballs, the writer suggests, is due to the action of carbon monoxide giving rise to the inhibition of the efferent stimuli from the 3, 4 and 6 N. nuclei, or their synapses.

The neurasthenic side of the picture being due to the action of toxic hydrocarbons—affecting the nutrition of the neurones—or the synapses in the higher levels of the central nervous system, i.e., the conditioned area of the cerebral region, as evidence of such surmise. The Rhondda No. 2 Seam is a class of coal that gives rise to a great deal of suffering. It is worked in this instance at 900 feet below the surface, and the cases exhibit in a marked way not only oscillation of the eyeballs, but a general nerve disturbance that is accompanied by much depression and doubts of ultimate recovery.
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PROFESSOR COLLIS

Professor Collis pointed out that much attention has recently been paid to miners’ nystagmus on account of its apparent rapid increase as exhibited by records of compensation claims. Hence steps to prevent the disease, such as increased illumination, are suggested to be proving useless. Reasons, however, exist for considering the records of compensation claims to be a fallacious index.

The disease should be looked upon as an occupational neurosis. The distinctive characteristic of an occupational neurosis is that it is named after some manifest symptom, resulting from occupational environment, which symptom is implanted upon a condition of neurasthenia. The distinctive symptom, although in existence, may remain latent until the neurasthenic condition develops either suddenly from such cause as an accident or an attack of illness, or slowly from such things as septic absorption, domestic worry, alcoholism, or economic fear. The influence of the last-named—economic fear—can be well illustrated in the case of miners’ nystagmus, a disease of which the distinctive symptom is oscillation of the eyeballs. This oscillation disappears when underground work is given up and traces can seldom be detected six months later; but the neurasthenia tends to persist for months and years after all eye symptoms have vanished.

Examination has disclosed that some 20 to 30 per cent. of miners working in poor illumination possess this symptom of oscillation of the eyeballs without suffering inconvenience. In these men the distinctive symptom, although present, is latent; but its presence constitutes a reserve of potential cases. The way in which, due to occupational environment, this symptom develops, has not yet been determined, but the way in which the influence of compensation may make it manifest can be displayed.

The disease was first added to the Third Schedule of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1906, and so made a ground for Compensation in 1907, under the designation of Nystagmus (Mining). A few years always intervene before the full effect of including a disease in the Schedule is seen; this course can be traced by following the steady increase of claims year by year from 1908 not only for nystagmus, but for beat knee and beat hand, two other diseases of miners, which were scheduled at the same time. The number of new claims for nystagmus is found steadying about 1911-1912, and for beat hand and beat knee from 1911-1914. The claims for beat knee fell slightly in 1914 and for beat hand in 1913 and 1914; but for nystagmus a sharp rise occurred in 1913 and 1914. This difference is nearly certainly due to an alteration in the designation of the disease in the Third Schedule which was altered in 1913 to “The Disease known as
Compensation Claims for New and Old Cases of Miners' Nystagmus
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Miners' Nystagmus whether the symptoms of oscillation of the eyeballs be present or not." Clearly this alteration grants compensation for neurasthenia even though the distinctive symptom is absent.

During the war no further increase in claims seems to have occurred, but the records for these years are not official and only refer to new claims. After the war, in 1919, the number of new claims for each disease is found at about the same level as before the war. Next a dip occurs for the strike year, 1921; then comes a sharp rise in 1922.

A great difference is found if, instead of new claims, the number of old ones, i.e., claims continuing on compensation from the previous year, is noted. These old claims for beat knee and beat hand soon reach a steady level; these two diseases are not occupational neuroses, but result from local septic infection. In the case of nystagmus on the other hand, the relation of old claims to new is found growing until there are more old than new claims and the number increases year by year. There can be little doubt that the altered designation of 1913 has much to do with this state of things; it is clearly shown by the rise in old claims in 1914.

Attention must be directed to differences between the provisions of our Compensation Act and those which prevail in Belgium, where the disease also occurs in the Province of Liège. With us compensation lasts as long as incapacity can be proved; in Belgium it ceases at the end of six months. The periods off work for the disease are in accord. For Belgium the figures were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period off Work</th>
<th>0 to 1 month</th>
<th>1 month to 3 months</th>
<th>3 months to 6 months</th>
<th>6 months and over</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Compare these figures with British records for 1920 and 1921:

| New Claims | 2865 | 1913 |
| Continued Claims | 4163 | 4804 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unterminiated Claims Lasting—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over 1 year and under 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>, 2 years and under 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>, 5 years and under 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>, 10 years and over</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1920</th>
<th>1921</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>952</td>
<td>1363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>932</td>
<td>1457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Compensation Claims in the Mining and Quarrying Industries for Fatal and Non-Fatal Accidents

(The scale used for Fatal Accidents is 100 times that for Non-Fatal)
MINERS' NYSTAGMUS

COMPENSATION CLAIMS FOR NEW AND OLD CASES OF MINERS' BEAT KNEE AND BEAT HAND

1908-09 -10 -11 -12 -13 -14 -15 -16 -17 -18 -19 -20 -21 -22 -23

NEW CASES

OLD CASES

WAR PERIOD

BEAT KNEE

BEAT HAND
Even more interesting evidence of economic fear exists. Wages rose and the value of money fell at the end of the war; the sum, 20/-, originally fixed for compensation became quite inadequate; it was raised to and has since remained at 35/-. The influence of this change became apparent when trade slumped in 1921; wages fell and unemployment prevailed. Economic fear due to diminished wages and the possibility of dismissal came into play; neurasthenia developed and made manifest a crop of nystagmus cases. A direct incentive also existed to claim 35/- as compensation rather than to work for but little more with the prospect of loss of employment. This influence is to be seen in the sudden rise in claims not only for nystagmus, but for the diseases, beat knee and beat hand, and for non-fatal accidents.

The accident claims in this matter are of particular interest. Claims for fatal accidents are clearly not subject to economic influences; "stone dead knows no fellow." Claims for fatal accidents were below average in 1922 and 1923, but claims for non-fatal accidents increased in number out of all proportion. The only conclusion possible is that, while there were more claims for compensation for non-fatal accidents, there were not more accidents. Little doubt can exist that this conclusion is also true for claims for the three diseases, nystagmus, beat knee, and beat hand.

In the case of nystagmus the importance of the neurasthenic influence, brought into prominence by the designation in the Schedule of 1913, is easily seen. Whereas previous to then the tendency was for the number of old cases and new cases to be about the same, by 1914 the old cases had become decidedly more numerous until in 1922 out of 9,155 claims (5,063 old and 4,092 new) on the books, no less than 7,273 were carried forward to 1923 as old cases, i.e., only 1,882 claims, or 20 per cent. had been terminated. At this rate no less than five years would be necessary to terminate these claims of disease, incapacity for which in Belgium does not last more than six months.

Enough has been said to indicate the care necessary before accepting compensation claims as evidence of any increase or decrease of the disease. The utmost the records indicate is that miners’ nystagmus does exist, and that, when the economic life of the mining industry is unhealthy, the psychology of those employed becomes unhealthy; then a certain number of latent cases from the potential reserve becomes manifest. Far the most important matter is the ever increasing number of old claims based on neurasthenic symptoms with no accompanying oscillation of the eyeballs. The only hope for them is treatment for neurasthenia. It is not nystagmus, which readily reverts to treatment, it is neurasthenia which is of urgent importance.
G. H. Pooley

Mr. G. H. Pooley said it had been his intention to read a paper, but after the speeches already delivered, it would mean too much repetition.

He had been asked to speak on the personal factor in relation to this subject. This was of two kinds: the personal factor in the observer, and that in the person observed.

The first of these came in to a very decided extent. Some men formed in their minds a theory, and then set out in search of facts with which to support it. Others, the more philosophical, searched dispassionately for facts, and then evolved a theory which the facts seemed to warrant. The latter had not been led away by the fallacy that the number of successful claims for compensation on account of the disease was an index of the rate of incidence of the actual disease. This could only be determined by an examination of all the men working in a particular mine, and, as far as possible, under the actual conditions in which they were working, and then seeing what percentage of them were subjects of the disease, and seeing to what degree they had it. The results obtained in different collieries should then be compared.

It was necessary for him to test the various conditions which were said to cause the disease. Among other things, he was now engaged in testing vision in very very dim illumination; he was trying to find what the normal eye could see, and so far he found that with an illumination of 0.00006 of a candle power the normal eye could still detect colour, and had a visual acuity of 1/72nd of the normal. There was a relative central scotoma, and the object looked at rapidly became dim, but at 5 degrees on the temporal side of the spot looked at there was a point at which the visual acuity was greater than at the point of fixation. With both eyes open there was visual acuity on each side of the point of fixation. The visual acuity was better when using two eyes than when using one in such dim light. There was much flickering and much fatigue, and a moving object was more readily detected than was a stationary one. The colours which could be seen under these circumstances were red, green, which could be seen less readily than red, blue and yellow still less readily. The colours were better distinguished by contrast than by seeing them separately when stationary. The eye was soon fatigued by a dim light, and it maintained its fixation so badly, that there was a tendency, even in the normal healthy eye, to oscillate under conditions of working in a very dim light.

With regard to the personal factor in the man, many men could do their work in spite of having a marked degree of oscillation of the eyeballs. Men whose eyes were never still, even when they looked strongly downwards, still worked regularly at the coal face,
and could even play cricket in quite good teams. Men whose sight was very defective because of cataract and who also had marked oscillation still went on getting coal at the coal face, and some of them declared they would not join the compensation group, but intended to continue working until they were operated upon for their cataract. Recently he saw a man with primary optic atrophy in both eyes, whose visual acuity was 1/60, and though he had to place his hand on the shoulder of another man to find his way on to the cage to descend the mine, he went regularly to the coal face, and earned ordinary wages at it.

Why did men give up? Among the million men engaged in coal-getting, as in any other million men, there were many whose general health was failing and who for other reasons wished to give up work, and those men were particularly liable, when they had nystagmus, to claim compensation for it, because they got more money, and for a longer time in this way than under the National Health Insurance Act. There is among all workers, a definite percentage who are disinclined to work, particularly those having the old-fashioned *maladie imaginaire* described by Molière. He thought this was the condition which existed in many cases of so-called neurasthenia, which commenced some time after underground work had been stopped. The remedy for it was a return to regular work of some kind.

---

**ANNOTATION**

**Visual Hallucinations**

Visual hallucinations in sane people was the title of an interesting communication by Mr. Ormond read at the last Annual Meeting of the British Medical Association in which he gave instructive details of some patients of his own. Francis Galton in his "Inquiries into Human Faculty" devoted considerable attention to the nature of this phenomenon, and proved that a large number of persons were "visualizers." That is to say, that when they memorize an event they see it. Ormond considers that the sensitization of the visual memory area is in these cases abnormally high, just as in the word-blind it is abnormally low. Of all the senses sight is the one in which we have most confidence, yet even here, the final interpretation of the visual impressions conveyed from the eye as an optical instrument depends entirely on the functional activity of the visual cortex. It can never be proved that the same object produces precisely the same sensation in any two observers,